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ASTR398B Black Holes (Spring 2017) 
Prof. Chris Reynolds 

Class 11 : 
Neutron stars and pulsars 

RECAP 
n  Stellar life and death 
n  Low mass stars (M<8Msun) 

l  Most of life on main sequence (HèHe) 
l  After exhausting hydrogen in core, enters complex 

post-MS evolution (sometimes involving HeèC) 
passing through Red Giant phase 

l  End with a White Dwarf 
n  High mass stars (M>8Msun) 

l  Core temperatures are much hotter 
l  Run through H more quickly, then start to burn other 

elements. 
l  End up with shells of successively heavier elements, 

ending with an iron core 
l  Collapse of iron core produces neutron star or black 

hole 
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This class 

n  Discovery of pulsars 
n  Connection of neutron stars to pulsars 
n  Exotic nature of neutron stars 

I : Discovery of pulsars 

n  Bell & Hewish (1967) 
l  Constructed new type of radio telescope to study 

radio emission from quasars 
l  Bell noticed a periodic signal… a blip/pulse every 

0.71s 
l  This was termed a pulsar 
l  What could this be? 

  [Discussion!] 

l  The Bell pulsar was just tip of the iceberg 
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II : Pulsars are rotating 
neutron stars 
n  A rotating star will fly apart if the centrifugal force of 

rotation exceeds its gravitational force… it turns out to 
be the density of the star that matters. 
l  Many pulsars are so rapid that even a dense white dwarf 

would fly apart if it rotated that quickly… need something 
even higher density 

l  This led people to seriously consider the idea of a neutron 
star (first hypothesized by Zwicky in 1930s) 

n  So… Pulsars are rotating neutron stars with 
intense magnetic fields 
l  The pulsed radiation is created by charged particles 

accelerated in the spinning magnetic field which is beamed 
along the magnetic axis 

l  A lot of evidence for this idea now… e.g., can measure the 
moment of inertia of the central object and we find the 
expected value for a neutron star 
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X-ray image with Chandra X-ray Observatory 
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https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=O5u5nXZqYq0 

III : Structure of neutron stars 

n  Neutron stars are exotic objects! 
l  Average density is comparable to that of an atomic 

nucleus… more of neutron star is even denser! 
l  Surface gravity is so strong that any mountain 

higher than 1cm is squashed flat… any gas on 
surface quickly differentiates (H on top, then He, 
then C,…, heavy elements on bottom) 

n  Deeper down, neutron stars have matter in 
states that we can never obtain in a 
laboratory… 
l  At the core of a neutron star, there may be “new” 

and exotic states of matter (new particles, quark 
soup etc.) 
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IV : Magnetars 

n  In general, neutron stars possess the strongest 
magnetic fields of any known object 

n  But there’s a particular class of neutron stars 
(magnetars) than possess extremely strong fields 
(1015G/1011T) 
l  Sometimes, these enormous magnetic fields “snap”, 

leading to very intense explosions 
l  Dramatic example… the 27th December 2004 event 

§  During a 0.2s period of time, it produced 100x the total 
luminosity of our galaxy 

§  It produced a major disturbance of our upper atmosphere 
(despite being on the other side of our galaxy!) 

§  Every X-ray/gamma-ray satellite detected it (even if it wasn’t 
looking!) 

§  The blast probably ripped away the top 50m of the magnetar 
crust! 

l  Good job it wasn’t closer!!! 
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